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VOTE MAY

I Sections of PSA officers for program that has more informal
i 1954-55 school year will be activities like the Knoles Birth
j, 'id May 4 and 5, next Tuesday day Party, Arbor Day and Play
Night in the gym.
. '4 Wednesday.
In accordance with its policy
Closer student-senate relations
, serving the campus, the Paci
is
another important element in
fic Weekly is donating the fol
my
plan of action. The town
ding space to the presentation
, the platforms of the candi- meeting was good, and so was
the president's council. More of
d ites for PSA president and vicethese things should be carried on
p esident.
There must be a way for stu
Don Fado, PSA dents to know what had been
Presidential Can done in the senate, and the agen
didate:
da for each meeting. Students
I believe in a should be made to feel welcome
well rounded so at all senate meetings.
cial program. I
A very good program which
am not necessar- has just gotten under way this
i 1 y advocating year is the off-campus students'
m o r e s o c i a l organization. This is definitely a
events, b u t a
(Continued on Page 5)

•1 a c k Mans
field, PSA Presi
dential c a n d idate:

and 5

Bud Sullivan,
PSA Vice-Presi
dential c a n d i 
date:

Larry Wells
PSA Vice-Pres
dential c a n d
date:
There should
Being a candi
S i n c e Jack
be a student re
date for the of
Mansfield, t h e
cruitment pro
fice of vice-presi
rcandidate
for
gram in as much
dent for the com
PSA- President,
to encourage out
ing school year
has stated our
standing h i g h
I am giving you
approximate pro
the PSA stu
school students in many fields gram in his article, I will simply
•dents my intentions for this job
of study to come to the COP 1 clarify.
campus.
if I am elected.
J
The Pacific Student Associa
We should further the off- tion should personally conduct a
I am npt running on any par
campus organization in student J student recruitment program. ticular platform; because to me,
activities, orientation for new , This will bolster each department a political platform is only a
off-campus students and consider i on our campus by bringing peo group of idealistic sounding
them when planning the pro ple of academic achievement to phrases, phrases based on ideal
posed Student Union Building. jour college.
ism rather than realistic think
Bolstering the traditions of the
In any election the entire cam- ing.
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)

C.O.P. -STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

"NITE LIFE BALL" TO CLIMAX
MARDI GRAS CELEBRATION MAY 3

acific Gives Coast Premier
Of "Paint Your Wagon9' Tonight

Tonight, at 6:15,' the

Pacific's annual Mardi Gras celebration will be held
the week" of May 3-8. A packed schedule of events has been
planned by the Mardi Gras committee who promise that
this Mardi Gras will he the best ever.
The Queen and Ugly-Man candidates will be presented
on Monday, May 3, at the Greek Theatre. Joanne Withcrow,
the Alpha Thete candidate is a Stockton girl, in her sopho
more year at Pacific majoring in elementary education.

candidates in the PSA

* Marilyn McClure is the Queen
Payment Due May 17-21
candidate for Epsilon Lambda
elections will be con
Harry Fialer, the business 1 e.
"Paint Your Wagon," by Allen Lerner, will open tonight
Sigma. Marilyn, a junior at
manager of the Naranjado, an
in Pacific Theatre at 8:30, for its west coast premiere. This
COP, is from Lindsay and is
ducted in front of the
nounced this week that the Nar
secretary of the PSA. Mu Zeta
B oadway musical-comedy, which opened in 1951 in New
anjado staff is going to put on
Rho will be represented by Vir
Y >rk, will also be presented on May 1, 7, 14, and 15.
dining hall.
another payment drive.
ginia Hurd, a sophomore drama
Paint Your Wagon," musical*
student from Pebble Beach. Rose
dii ection by Wayne Morrill, feamary Lindsay has been named as
South
Hall's
candidate for
tu es many hit tunes. Some of
Queen. Rosemary is in her fresh
th leading songs are: "They Call
man year at Pacific and has
th • Wind Maria," "I- Still See
served as one of COP's song
The Third Annual Parent's Day program begins tomorrow with a schedule of leaders this year.
El sa," "Wanderin' Star," and "I
I Ta k to the Trees."
events designed to entertain and interest the parents of Pacific students.
Tau Kappa Kappa will be rep
After registration at 11:00 a.m., parents are invited to a Departmental Open House resented by Anita Coulter, a
I 1 Iver 50 students are in the
.* cast. The cast is: Ben, Keith Ro- to become better acquainted with the professors with whom the students work and to see sophomore from Burlingame.
Pe'" Jennifer, June Hook; Ju- the facilities of the various departments.
Anita, an Elementary Education
8 0 Malcolm Stone; Salem, Kevin
An outdoor picnic luncheon held at noon for students and parents, will be followed major, has recently returned to
• M(Cray; Steve, Don CunningPacific after singing with Kis
by this variety program in the auditorium:
iContinued on page 4)
met. West Hall's candidate is Pat
»• ,
Jake, Bud Behrens; ElizaStevens, Pat is a junior transfer
T i cDianft Trethowan; Jacob,
student from Santa Monica and
Smalley; Sarah, Corrine
| is majoring in elementary educa'Per; Mike, Robert Mir; Crocker. Fred Olson;
Many candidates have submit
Phil Katz, sophomore music! tion. Barbara Ha'rgis, a music
ted petitions to run for the four major and Art Katzakian junior major from Stockton, is Zeta
.anney, james Ree(J. Sandy>
offices (President, Vice Presi chem major are running for the Phi's candidate for Mardi Gras
Pete' George Felker;
Ch I
queen.
The
polls
will
be
open
from
9
1 bei ' D - Petty Van Hooser; Reudent, Secretary, Treasurer) of the top office of the organization.
Ed
Rosas,
senior
poly
sci
maOn Tuesday and Wednesday,
. ^hard Lafferty; Dutchy, a.m. to 5 p.m. On Tuesday the off-campus students' organiza
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on page 4)
tion.
polls
will
be
set
up
at
the
PSA
y:
Jim
Ur
"i'ger Ed
° '
San R ' U
Manuel Borgas; office and at the administration
ajL *1"1 Coon; Joe, John Chi- building. On Wednesday, they
ne- Johansen, James Cox;
|
will be at the PSA office and
•r'ners:
nin
Rnri TTp. at Francis, Gene Crocmo- Bannister Hall. Election offi
1""11 AVJ.cHJ.ir litILyman
Tr%h ri
John
~eS' "J
MacPher- cials will be the members of the
Al cw"- ylVeSter' Elson Kidd, Student Affairs Commission; Stu
C1°Ver, Al Reyburn, Doyne
MrliZ;
dent Affairs Commissioner, Dale,
Clipper, will make the final de
ruj, Man*0 ,Gir,s: Janeth North cisions concerning infractions of
Baiton r»a
Millian, Barbara the campaign rules. Candidates
nic!Lo'k ?r°thy Blais' JoYce Blat- for Mardi Gras queen, Ugly Man,
Joain Wif,a Bonte' Nancy Hane, and Off-Campus officers will be
voted upon at the same time.
W' A'yS Knight
Crew
me
Deifo—
™bers are: director,
In addition to the campaign
Brown; assistant to assembly yesterday morning and
^>ger7pre?ty"e Mraz; stage candidate visitation to the living
an es Sniah!
ellog£! assistant, groups last night, there will be
Art Dunmaster electrician, an informal forum held tonight
?°n Pron
1Stant' Fred Hutchin- at 6:15 in front of the dining hall
c T
lin£s .
Keagy. Joan El- for all candidates who wish to
0n
rarian,
*r; '
Terry Pro- participate in a discussion of
^)ohthv pm6S' Mariann Tuttle, campaign issues and campus
ctl° eogranhaSe' Jane sPencer: problems.
*e°i nica]
Betty Hackett;
President
The candidates for Mardi Gras queen pictured, left to right: Virginia Hurd, Anita Coulter,
Ash
SUP,ervisor
Clifford
1. Don Fado
3y; tI1],„
Rosemary Lindsay, Marilyn McClure, Barbara Hargis and Pat Stevens; Joann Witherow, not pic
al director, Wayne
(tojriu
2. Jack Mansfield
tured.
(Continued on Page 8)

Parent's Day Tomorrow Features Open House,
Picnic, Variety Show, Band Concert, Tours

PSA Elections
Tues., May 4

Gff-Gampus Candidates Petition For Offices

THE PACIFIC WEEKLY

Library Progresses
The new library should be fin
ished about a year from now.
The library will hold about
eighty-two hundred thousand
volumes, and will have reading
rooms, a typing room, and a
room for micro-film. It will be
a two-story building, and as Sher
man Spencer put it politely, "the
architecture is so called 'Colle
giate Gothic'," so it should fit
in with the campus architecture.
The stacks will be upstairs, and
the reference material, and peri
odicals will be downstairs.

Five Members Initiated
into Music Society

SOCIETY

The following members were
elected and have already been
initiated into Pi Kappa Lambda,
national honorary music society.
Mrs. Pauline O'Briant, junior;
Miss Faye Barnes, junior; Mrs.
Marilyn Myers, senior; Mr. Jack
Hoberg, graduate student; and
Mrs. Eleanor Short Norton, fac
ulty.
The initiation was held at a din
ner meeting of the society at the
House of Murphy on Friday even
ing, April 23. President Charles
LaMond presided.
John Gilchrist Elliott, Dean of
the Conservatory, was elected na
tional vice-president general of
Pi Kappa Lambda at a conven
tion in Chicago last month.

Annual CRA Banquet
Planned For May 18

Phi
Pledges To Be
Mu
Initiated May 9th

wow

RUTH DOW
F O R

Junior Rep.
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO.

meet

Captain
DON E SPANGLE

He*f here,
on campus now—
fo show you how to .

earn over
$5000 a year...
become an officer
in the air force ...
get a head start
in jet aviation ...
be a part of a great
flying team ...

Phi Mu Alpha, honorary music
fraternity, will hold formal ini
tiation for fourteen pledges May
9, at 3:00 in Anderson Social Hall.
The new pledges are as follows:
James Santana, Allan Reyburn,
Pat Francois, Malcolm Stone, Ben
Randall, Lyman Saltzen, Lyman
MacPherson, David Bramwell,
Alex Veresehagen, Rhys Da vies,
Arthur Lewis, Phil Katz, Don
Oliver, and George Stetars. An
informal initiation will take place
on Wednesday, May 5.
Although Phi Mu Alpha is con
sidered a fraternity of the music
department anyone who shows
an active interest in the promo
tion of music, especially Ameri
can music, may be invited to
pledge.
According to the president,
Charles Behrens, Phi Mu Alpha
is striving to arouse more inter
est in conservatory events. The
organization is planning to pre
sent a concert of exclusively
American music in the latter part
of May.

Philosophy Club Meeting
Will Be May 7th
The Philosophy Club will hold
its next meeting on May 7, at
the Budhist Temple in Stockton.
A Niesi priest from Los Angeles
will be the speaker. After the ser-

JOEL
EVANS
Now Affiliated
with
Bank of America

as an Aviation Cadet.
See him while you can.
Captain Don E. Spangle and
Aviation Cadet Selection
Detachment #108 will visit
College of the Pacific on
the 18 of May. He will be
available between 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. at the Student
Union to those desiring fur
ther information on career
opportunities in the Air
Force.
Aviation Cadet Selection
Detachment 108
.

:

Mather Air Force Base
California

Balloon Bursts Reveal
Alpha Thete Betrothal
Amid the chaos and noise of
popping balloons came the ex
cited phrase "Dodie and Joe" that
announced the engagement the
ladies of Alpha Thete were so
anxiously awaiting.
The words were read from a
scrap of* paper concealed in one
of the thirty colorful balloons
that arrayed the dining table of
Alpha Theta Tau on the evening
of April 21.
Dodie is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Andersen, of
Petaluma, California. She is a
senior here at COP, and is ma
joring in speech correction. An
active girl on campus, Dodie has
served on the Student Affairs
Committee, and worked with C. S.
T. A.
Joe, also a senior, is a business
administration major. He is as
sociated with Blue Key and the
Block "P," and is a former presi
dent of North Hall. His parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Leonard, re
side in Arcadia, California.
The wedding date has been set
for September 3, 1954, in Peta
luma.
vice there will be a period for
questions and discussions. All
those interested in attending the
service are invited to come. The
group will leave from in front
of the Anderson Social Hall at
6:45 on May 7.

P

The Annual Banquet of the
Council of Religious Activities
will be held on May 18 from 5:45
to 8 p.m. at the small dining
hall. The theme chosen is "Festi
val of Faiths."
Dr. Edwin Ding will be the
speaker of the day, and the mast
er of ceremonies will be Don
Fado.
All the student body is invited
to attend. The cost is $1 but stu
dent meal tickets may be used.
The religious groups that
make up the CRA on campus and
their representatives are: Ves
pers, Flo Harton; Chapel Com
mittee, Marian Meadowcraft;
CWF, Cycie Winter; Newman,
Frances Kelly; Hillel, Valerie
Lewis; Canterbury, Bob Hat
field; Channing, Ed Rosas; Chris
tian Science, Jane Curry; YWCA,
Ruth Dow; YMCA, Bill Choi;
PCF, Joan Wintermantel; and Chi
Rno, Phil Comfort.

The Honors' Assembly, planned
to recognize initiates of all cam
pus honorary organizations, will
be held at 11:00, May 13, in the
Conservatory. The assembly is
being presented by the COP
chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, na
tional honorary society.
Speaker at the assembly will
be Dr. Peter Odegard, Chairman
of the Department of Political
Science at the University of Cali
fornia. He was formerly president
of Reed College in Oregon.
Dr. Odegard will also speak at
the Phi Kappa Phi initiation that
evening. Those initiated will be
Margaret Aldridge, Donna Betz,
Eleanor Cannell, Coralita Carl
son, Don Cunningham, Barbara
Dow, Luellan Rountree Easterbrook, Wilma Evans, Eulalia Ma
bel Gardner, Eugene Garibaldi,
and Eloise Haldeman.
Other initiates are John G. Jue,
Saburo Oshita, Irmah Best Van
Vlack, Frances Marie Webb, Dr.
W. H. Langley Collis, Dr. Nicho
las Willam Demas, Gilbert Bar
ton Gossett, Lorraine Knoles and
Francis Warren Sayre.

S A

Ufiudent
Vrfiudent fl
fvdministraiion
E L E C T

CANDIDATE

PSA
TREASURER

APRIL 30 —

Pacific Theater
Omega Phi Alpha Pledge Daj,
Alpha Kappa Phi Pledge Dan!

MAY 1 —

Pacific Theater
Parent's Day
Track; San Jose St. (there)
Baseball; USF (there)

MAY 2 —

Strawberry Breakfast, ("Y")
Rhizomia Literary Meeting

MAY 3 —

Special Assembly (Asian
Academy)

MAY 4 —

Claire Cosi, Organist
Tennis; San Jose St. (there)
PSA Elections

MAY 5 —

Faculty Frolics

Phi Kappa Phi Hold
Banquet May 13

F O R

regressive

Social Calendar

JACK HANSFIELD
P. S. A. PRESIDENT

BUD SULLIVAN
P. S. A. VICE-PRESIDENT

Estelle Gibson Tells
Of Engagement

Using an April Fool's D<
theme to its greatest advantag
Estelle Gibson announced her e
gagement to Corporal R<®
Lauer after sending her sororil
sisters of Mu Zeta Rho on a vA
chase to discover a fake box (
candy.
Estelle is the daughter of K
and Mrs. Ward Casey of Brawl?
California. She is enrolled as
senior here at COP, and is ®
joring in Elementary Educate
Being active in school affairs#
telle is now the Historian of A'
and Treasurer of Mu Zete.
The benedict-to-be, Ron La?1
of the U. S. Marine Corps, is
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff8,
Lauer of San Diego. Before8
tering the service, he attended
Diego State College.
The wedding has been set'
next December, and will
place in Brawley.

C H A M B E R JAZZ
...IN CONC0

DAVE BRUBECK
QUARTET
MONDAY, MAY 10^
8:30 p.m.
SACRAMENTO
High School Auditorium
34th and Y Streets

Tickets $1.80, $1.50, $1.10 in'1'
Reservation Taken in
Conservatory Office

T H E
Auditing Position Available
,n>n Francisco
San Francisco Regional
rip of the Army Audit Agen' a civilian auditing job for
cy
you are interested in full
yol steady work with one of
tiiw world's largest public acthe ing firms- Your pay will be
coui
"per month for the first three
hs and $316 per month for
cond three months. After,
the
leting the six month traincom;
your pay will be $350
ing

Results Of Hi School
Debate Tournament

P A C I F I C

WEEKLY

ON THE AIR

Page Three

Annual Women's "Y" Breakfast
Will Be Given Sunday, May 2

Thirty-nine - high school debate
By "LIZ" LASKIN
in a tou™ament
After
many hours of distribut
here Saturday, April 24th. The
Like strawberries and cream? Biscuits and jam? If
teams of Alan Glueck and Ron ing, collecting, and tabulating,
Bondoc from Fresno High School the Radio Pacific survey has you're like most everyone about this time of year you
and Evelyn Griswold and Frank been completed. The results were start longing for that red, ripe, luscious queen of the berry
Dannrell from Modesto High
family, the juicy strawberry. And here's your chance to
School won top honors and con not alarming in the sense that
get
all you can eat along with hot biscuits, jam and coffee,
any
of
the
findings
were
unex
sequently will compete in the
State Finals to be held in Santa pected. However, the problem of for just 75c.
reception is obviously a kingsized
You can enjoy this tasty fare on this Sunday, May 2nd
Barbara later in the year.
problem and KCVN will do every
by
attending
the annual Women's Y Strawberry Breakfast.
Jim Lewis and Leon McGarrah thing in its power (and I do mean
per onth.
COP graduate students, managed power) to remedy the situation. There will be strawberries galore for everyone out on the
yJu'may obtain more informa the tournament.
Please understand that the opera lawn by Sorority Circle. Tickets, which are only 75c may
tion] from Dr. Beckwith
or the
There were 20 radio contest tion of repairing the campus sys be obtained before or at the'*'
can Francisco Regional Office,
Audit Agency, 1625 Bush ants competing under the man tem is not a matter of a few breakfast itself.
San Francisco. Applica- agement of John Crabbe. Peter hours' work but rather of sev
Hours for the breakfast are
must be received by May Ritson of Marin Catholic High eral days. Nevertheless, the en
8:30
to 10:30, and upon arriving j
Sfchool was awarded first place tire wired wireless system will be
.954.
in Boy's Radio, and Jackie Mar completely overhauled this sum you will be seated at a gaily cov
shall of Oakland High School mer so until then, please keep ered table out in the early morn
your dial set at 660 because we ing sunshine. Promptly a trim
was the winner in Girl's Radio.
Make His Wish
The events were judged by are readily putting your sugges aproned Women's Y member will
townspeople, COP students, and tions into effect.
place before you a heaping bowl
|(Continued from Page 1)
faculty members.
Your Wish
Also, MANY THANK YOU'S of huge strawberries with cream,
Aipla Theta Tau, present its
Evelyn Griswold was rated the for your cooperation in filling in biscuits, jam and coffee. And
Polib Show number, "Singing in Outstanding Girl and Ron Bon the survey sheets. It is very dif seconds and thirds and even
the pain;" Sharon Eggerts, sing; doc the Outstanding Boy.
ficult to take a survey on this fourths are the general practice.
Can il Randolph, do a comic balcampus since there are so many
Chairman for the affair is
let; Dorothy Pease, give a hu
comedians. Nevertheless, if the Sharon Pruner, and committees
mor| lls reading; Tau Kappa Kapperson tabulating can recognize working under her are as fol
pa, iresent a ukelele group; the
Archania's humor, she can detect lows: tickets, Ruth Dow; food,
• EXPERIENCE
(Continued from page 1)
Omi a Phi quartet will sing, and
that there are two ways of say Jane Barrett and Dorothy Fisch
Frosh President
rinet sextet will entertain, jor and Marianne Tyler, Zeta Phi ing everything. Example: "Blow
er; destemming, Alice Shirley;
ormation about COP will be affiliated freshman are the two up transmitter." Or: "Get better serving, Jo Ann Wild; tables,
Junior President
by Ursula Herrick and candidates for the off-campus or reception." We intend to do the Royanne Fefley; publicity, Nag'
Lloyd Bertholf who is to ganization's vice presidential latter.
dine Reasoner. Co-chairman is
• DEPENDABLE
ss, "The School and What post.
All in all, you are to be com Betty Orton. Faculty advisors
It Has to Offer." Dean Cather
3 Years at COP
At the writing of this story mended on your ability to mark are Miss Harriet Sheldon, Miss
ine Davis and Mrs. Hilda Pro- Rusty Straub, drama major and x's, and to the nine living groups Lorraine Knoles, and Mrs. Al
bertj will talk about "Campus Epsilon affiliate of the freshman on campus I personally extend Painter.
• BLUE KEY
Life!" and Dr. Robert Burns and class was the only candidate for my thanks for your time and
Tau Kappa Kappa, with Phyl
Phil| Wogaman will predict "The secretary.
believe me, Radio Pacific will en lis Chamberlain in charge, are re
ire of the College.
The office of treasurer finds deavor to give you broadcasting sponsible for clean-up; Alpha
|1 those on the program are Jane Curry, another freshman with zest; broadcasting that's Theta Tau, with Dorothy Fisher
to be backstage at 1:30 Zeta Phi, and honor list junior best.
as chairman, for biscuits and cof
at Adiich time the program be- Mario Canepa in contention for
fee; and Epsilon Lambda Sigma
Top Physics Student To Be for the strawberries and jam
the post.
3:00 there will be a "coffee
with Alice Shirley in charge.
Deadline for off campus stu Awarded Free Text.
breik" at Anderson Hall fol
dents'
petitions
is
not
May
3
as
The top student in first-year
lowed by an open-air Band Con
cert) on the lawn by Anderson was erroneously printed in last physics in both Stockton College
week's Weekly, but May 1 at and Pacific will be awarded a
at 3:30.
You can now
4:00
p.m.
copy of the Handbook of Chem
lided tours of the campus are
save 20% on
Also to appear on the prefer istry and Physics. A large reduc
to ljegin at 4:15. At 5:00, dormi
oil E L G I N S
tories, fraternities, and sororities ential ballot of the off-campus tion will be given to other stu
$33.75 now . .
welcome parents and stu- students is the proposition aimed dents. Now in its 35th edition,
at
financing
the
organization.
the
Handbook
has
become
not
$27.00.
s at "open house." At the
6:0 dinner hour parents may eat That proposition is "The off cam only a most complete source of
See our large
at e Anderson Dining Hall, or pus student shall pay an addi physical and chemical data,' but
selection of
at i eir student's sorority or fra- tional dollar above the usual price also one of the best organized and
fine watches.
ten
indexed reference books in exist
of the PSA card."
house, or in town,
705
If this proposition is passed ence.
icific Theatre's
northern
ornia premiere, "Paint Your the money collected will be bud
Wi on w
" iU begin at 8:30, a geted by the PSA directly into
fin;
to Saturday's program. the off-campus students' account.
On May 4 and 5 to the polls
., Rations to the dancing musi- This proposition would put the
al
off
campus
students
financially
you'll go to support your favor
, |Play about the Gold Rush
,jUrL, IHay be ordered at a re- on par with the campus living
ites and defeat the foe.
1 Parent's Day price of $1. groups.

WELLS for Veep

Trent's Day

Vote for WELLS

PSA Elections

VOTE FOR ME

cuifc • strawberries and hot bisp will be served on the Soror- CSTA Officials
r cle
Bi ' , lawn at the Strawberry Are Elected
from 8:30 until 10:30
Suilrio
ay morning. All the berries
C.S.T.A. officials for next year
atJ K
wscuits "
a person can
eat sell were elected Monday night by the
» forq 75
c
hri?,C at the YWCA sponsored student teachers' organization on
Ffast.
campus. The new cabinet is:
befcelI°r TulJy C. Knoles will president, George Boyko; first
> o6rlpit of Morris Chapel vice-president, Maria Ann Mil
at
service> conducted by lion; second vice-president, Huberlent?
r'uies n, he cbaPel service con- ta Williams; secretary, Betty
Planned program of Whittle, and treasurer, Eugene
fts
Garibaldi.

For President you'll choose a
man who'll give his best to the
Pacific clan.
Vice President, Secretary, and
on down the line.
You place your X by the
candidate "most fine".
Sophomore representative is
on the bottom of the list.

Al CLEANERS

You think and think, "Now

DRIVE-IIV

who'd be best?"
Then you make your decision;

CATER TO COLLEGE STUDENTS
• TWO DAY LAUNDRY SERVICE
FOR SHIRTS AND SLACKS
• 4-HR. EMERGENCY SERVICE

use your brain
You cast your vote for a gal

-:rr -

1603 Pacific Ave.

-
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T H E

Page Four

"Bey With A Cart" Coming Vespers Offer Meditation
For Those Who Seek It
To Morris Chapel June 2
"Boy With a Cart," by Christo
pher Fry, will be presented June
2, 3, and 5, in Morris Chapel.
Ted Smalley is directing the play.
He directed two Studio Theatre
shows this season, "Night Must
Fall," and "The Vinegar Tree."
Try-outs will be held for "Boy
With a Cart" beginning next
week. On Monday the try-outs
will be from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre; on Tues
day, the time will be 3 p.m. to
4:30 p.m.
The Social Security Administra
tion keeps the score of your earn
ings. The goal is future security
for you and your family.

ICYEI
F O R

Senisr Reprasenfative
fnnfflEE3!2f2iSn23EEE2Ei5Ei3E20EBE2EZ

Every Wednesday evening at
7:00, Vesper services are held in
Morris Chapel for prayer and
meditation. Vespers offer an op
portunity to students who want
an escape from the pressures of
student life and social activities.
During the service there are
short silences, accompanied by
organ music, for individual medi
tation and prayer. Each service
has a student leader who reads
short devotionals and prayers.
Vesper services offer practice
to. pre-ministrial students who
wish to strengthen their own con
victions and associate with stu
dents who want to attain the
same goals.
Vespers are open to all stu
dents wishing to spend a few
quiet moments in silent prayer.

REASONER
EXPERIENCE
RELIABILITY
ENTHUSIASM

J
MARDI GRAS

(Continued from Page J

May 4 and 5, students will L
an opportunity to vote for «
The Experiment in International Living, a non-profit favorite candidates for r—
queen'..
student travel organization announces its 1954 summer Ugly Man.
program. Under The Experiment plan, carefully selected The Faculty Frolics wm
young people between the ages of 16 and 30 go abroad to held on Thursday, May
1 1 .A A
« m
>
make friends and to come to know one country well, 11:00 a.m. The Frolics Wlfl
rather than to tour in several countries. They travel in held in the Conservatory, >
and Ugly Man vvilj,
groups of ten under the guidance of a qualified leader, Queen
crowned at this time. The |
selected for his experience in living in the country visited! lowing will be the candidal.
Applications for membership from College girls can Ugly Man: A1 Raines, A1 w
still be accepted for Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Ger gin, Paul Rose, Bob Maroif
many, Holland, Ireland, Italy, Scotland and Yugoslavia. The administration has pm,
official stamp of approval on j
• For College men there are open
ings in all these countries and student request that classes
dismissed at one o'clock on f
also in the groups going to Eng
day, May 7. The faculty j
land, India, Mexico, Spain, Swe
granted this request to discon^
den, Switzerland and Turkey.
students from cutting cligt
Applications
can
be
accepted
Claire Coci, the attractive
that afternoon to sleep, decorat
young organist of the New York through June 1. Those interested or what have you. Student^
should
write
to
Chairman,
Ad
Philharmonic Orchestra, will be
ulty Games will be held on F
REGISTERED NURSES ARE
heard in recital Tuesday evening missions Committee, The Experi day afternoon at 1 p.m. aero
NEEDED FOR POLIO CENTER
ment
in
International
Living,
Registered Nurses are needed at 8:15 o'clock in the Conserva or to their college representative: from North Hall.
Bud Sullivan, chairman of 8
forthe Poliomyelitis Respiratory tory Auditorium. The program is Dr. Mitchell.
Student-Faculty
games, f
Center at the Rancho Los Amigos. open to the public without
The groups will leave on five scheduled an egg toss, a sai
The Rancho Center is the larg charge, although an offering will
different sailings between June
race, a peanut-spoon race, a ta
est and one of the leading centers be taken to defray expenses.
19 and 29 aboard Holland-Ameri find, and a pie-eating contest
Miss
Coci
will
play
solo
num
of its kind for research and de
ca line ships and those chartered
part of the fun. Dick Laifer
velopment of new techniques in bers from Bach through the ro
by the Council on Student Travel. will be master of ceremonies!:
mantics
and
moderns,
and
will
be
the treatment of poliomyelitis.
Average costs for Europe run the program.
Nurses will be given perman assisted by a quartet of string
from $695 to $775; for the two
players
from
the
Conservatory
Immediately following the St
ent appointments with paid vaca
groups going to Mexico, $390;
dent-Faculty Games there Willi
tions, holidays, and sick leave. Orchestra, prepared by Horace I.
and for the group leaving for In a frosh-soph tug of war M]
Salaries begin at $273 per month, Brown. The program will in
dia in October, $1245.
fraternity circle. Sophomore pr:
with annual increases to $337. In clude the Western premiere of a
Members of Experiment groups ident, A1 Culp, and freshm:
new
work
written
for
her
by
the
terested nurses should contact
the Rancho Personnel Office American composer, Camil Van spend one month living in indi president, John Sillick, are :
vidual families within a single sponsible
Hulse.
for
raising H
near Downey.
community.
Sharing in everyday Teams" from the brawn of th:
A pupil of the celebrated French
organist, Marcel Dupre, the young family life and visiting nearby respective classes.
On Friday night, May 7, "
artist has concertized extensively points of interest they come to
throughout the world, particu understand what makes the na Carnival and dance will be!:
larly under the auspices of the tion "tick" from the inside. To in fraternity circle. This ev*
American Guild of Organists, round out their experience with will begin at 8:00 p.m. and:
whose local chapter is sponsoring in the country they spend the consist of dancing and enjoy:
second month exploring its vari the concessions. The carafe
her COP appearance.
ous regions—by bicycle, bus or booths will be sponsored liyi
A member of Mu Phi Epsilon
train — in the company of their various organizations and liv:
the national honorary music so
U.S. group members and young groups on campus.
rority, Miss Coci received her de
hosts from their adopted families.
"The climax of the Mardi G"
grees from the University of
Some groups spend a few days week will be the "Nite Life®::
Michigan. She is now head of the
organ departments at the Mannes at the end of the summer in a to be held Saturday night M
capital city like London or Paris 8, at the Civic Auditorium fit:
and Dalcroze conservatories.
when those who are qualified nine until one o'clock.
Her recital will mark the first
may elect to travel independently.
The official Mardi Gras bcI
time in many years that the fourLanguage credit for participa ule is as follows:
manual Conservatory organ, the
tion in a foreign-languagespeak- Monday —
largest and most complete in the
Presentation of candidat esarea, will be played by a nation ing group has been granted in
several
colleges.
Colgate
Univer
Mardi Gras Queen and t'i
ally known artist.
sity tests indicate that in terms of Man at the Green Theatre
language comprehension, an Ex p.m.
periment experience equals two Tues and Wednesday —
semesters of language study.
Voting for Queen and ill
In-service teachers' training Man.
GO THE RIGHT WAY
credit has been awarded to Ex
Thursday —
W I T H
periment leaders.
Faculty Frolics — Queen
Partial scholarships for parti Ugly Man will be crowned, 11
cipation in an Experiment pro a.m., Conservatory.
FOR
gram are awarded every year by Friday —
various organizations and col
F O R
Faculty-Student Games
leges, or by The Experiment it p. m . a c r o s s f r o m N o r t h H a ' '
self.
nival 8:00 p.m. in fraternity
cTe.
R e g u l a r M e e t i n g O f B l u e K e y Saturday —
"Night Life Ball," 9:00
Held At Dean Betz' Home
1:00 a.m., Civic AuditoriumMembers of Blue Key, Senior
Men's Honorary, held their regu
lar meeting at the home of Dean Dale Gets Degree
CULTURED — $11.00 and up
1
Betz on Sunday night, April 25.
Dr. Alfred S. Dale, bus:
SIMULATED — $ 2.50 and up
The group discussed plans for manager at Pacific, eaiirnW
Assemblies as well as plans to Ph. D. degree at the UniW
enlarge on the present public of North Dakota on April
address system. The report of
1
the Regional Blue Key was read.
There are 6832 hospitals if '
Once again members of Blue United States.
— OUR 104th YEAR —
Key will conduct the campus
CHINA — GLASS — DIAMONDS — JEWELRY — SILVER — WATCHES
tours for Parent's Day, Saturday,
Lake Baikal in Asia has an
425 E. MAIN ST.
HO 3-1937
May 1.
of 12,150 square miles.

ORGAN RECITAL
TO BE TUESDAY

(

Jr. Rep.

N A D I N E

W E E K L Y

Student Travel Organization Announces
'54 Program; Memberships Available

RENEE

for PSA SECRETARY

P A C I F I C

BOB
McGOVKAN
RALLY
COMMISSIONER

PEARL NECKLASES

Chas. Haas and Sons

Vote - - Don Fado PSA PrexV
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CAMPAIGN PLATFORMS
pON FADO

LARRY WELLS

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
program which merits a great
a
^ °fthe vice'President
deal of encouragement. Next year J * to° numerous, but he
it should be even stronger.
m himSeUUSefUlwhen
On the whole, student govern- needed. The main duty of the
vice-president is to serve as offi
was good this year; I am cial host for the PSA, and be
roent
advocating no radical changes. cause of my association, and like
Of course there will be some for people in general, I feei that
changes, but in general I would am qualified to carry out these
duties satisfactorily.
continue to build upon the fine
So, I am running on the plat
things from our present student form of "No Platform." My de-

neeSed S!

Field Trip Studio at Dillon Beach
Not Restricted to Marine Biology
TW

*

B>

NEW SCHOLARSHIP IN
EDUCATION OFFERED

BEV ING

not knnwinJ011^^1!011 Beach- °ff we g0- We left Pacific's campus
braved the t •; 3, t0 expect- Some left in groups while others
e" We reached our destination and became
a happy family^
Fiem

Marine Biology for us and
°f course, there were a few (Bob Mir,
eradnet
' Bob Heitman and David Cass) enrolled in
nr 4r ,?Uri!S' The chiefs of our family were Dr. Noble and
A RRR RN°
R.
^ave Us our orders and we listened intently.
a groan was heard now and then, but that was just in the game
This Scholarship will be grant
government.
termination to do a good job if The chief's orders were not bad*
ed
by the scholarship committee
at all, but isn't it just natural
elected is more important
'
than
upon
the basis of financial need
any specific promises I could for homo sapiens to complain?
JACK MANSFIELD
and excellent qualifications for
make.
(Continued from" page 1)
A boat trip on Sunday—sounds
the teaching profession.
school for the furtherment of
like a vacation to be sure. We
Further information may be
school spirit is an important aim Law Scholarship
obtained in President Burns'
had
many
clients
who
wanted
of my program. The improve
Patsy Boyer, Radio Pacific's
new homes and we aimed to delegate to the national Alpha office.
ment of school spirit should be Are Available
please. Thus — they moved from Epsilon Rho convention in Ohio,
evidenced in inter-collegiate con
The Stanford Law School is
tests as well as campus activities now receiving applications for the deep ocean to our laboratory. came back with reports of the
Science marches on.
latest developments in chapters
And to get more specific, my Stanford Law Scholarships for
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO...
Whoever studies on a Sunday around the nation.
program includes the improve the academic year 1954-55.
She
left
on
April
second,
stayed
night?
It
was
time
for
a
party.
ment and encouragement of the
A number of these scholarships
earn $5000
President's Convocation pro with an annual stipend up to Many had the opportunity of at the Desler-Hilton hotel, and
attended
sessions
beginning
at
meeting
the
great
Ebby
Meyers,
a year...
gram.
$1200 for study leading to the
LL.B. degree in the Stanford Law undoubtedly the best letter writer 9:00 on Tuesday.
Twenty-six official delegates
School may be awarded on a ever to hit Dillon Beach. Classes
be an officer in
BUD SULLIVAN
including Patsy, plus many other
would
be
in
full
swing
but
that
competitive basis to entering
(Continued from page 1)
the air force...
didn't seem to bother anyone. It interested students heard on
pus should be considered. We students.
was hard to persuade anyone to Tuesday the oral reports of lo
therefore pledge ourselves to the
These scholarships are awarded go to bed. Special photographer cal chapters.
get an exciting
betterment of the college as a for one year, but will be renewed
for the event was Phil Miyamoto,
On the following days problems
whole.
for the second and third years if ably assisted by Larry Allin.
head start in
were discussed, committees set up
Th history and traditions of our the student meets a satisfactory
jet aviation...
And the next day — we hiked for • standards, the constitution,
college should be fostered and scholastic record.
to the mud flats over hill and local, regional, and national prob
In general, the Stanford Law
perpetuated in order to bolster
dale. It seemed as though we lems, and the banquet.
Scholarships will be awarded on would never reach an end. In
wholesome school spirit.
Officers for next year's na
If there are any questions con the basis of scholastic excellence fact, I often wondered if we were tional organization were also
elected. The president is from
cerning the specifics of our as demonstrated by previous the first to explore that area.
Austin, Texas.
records, promise of success as
platform contact Jack Mansfield
Food — an important item on
udged
by
recommendations,
law
The annual banquet and final
or Bud Sullivan.
aptitude test scores and financial our week's stay at Dillon Beach. session was held on the Thursday
Everyone had the opportunity to evening with the Educational Dineed.
prepare meals and to wash dishes. rectormf KPIX Television as the
Positions In Bank Are
The crew that seemed to have speaker.
Offered To Students •
AQUACADE SOON
the most talent was given the
Two jobs, Bank Examiner The date for the annual Aqua chance to work quite often. In
(Trainee Assistant) and Bank cade has been set for Friday, fact, they broke the time record
Examiner (Assistant) are offered May 21 and Saturday, May 22. in dish washing and they were
Captain Don E. Spangle and
by the Federal Deposit Insurance The Aquacade will include swim becoming quite proficient in
Aviation Cadet Selection
Corporation. Salary for Trainee ming, dancing, diving, stunts and cooking. The crew — Nancy KalDetachment #108 are com
Assistant is $3,795 a year and excitement. The annual 1954 jian, Bev Lloyd, Bev Ing, Bob
ing to the Campus of C.O.P.
salary for Assistant is $4,205 a Aquacade will cinclude ballet Heitman and Ed Denuit.
to show you how.
They
year. The minimum age limit for swimming, comedy stunts, high
I don't believe George Pope,
will be there on Tuesday,
these positions is twenty-one diving acts, deck number, and
FOR
Gene Sosnick (ex-Pacificite) and
the 18 of May. Meet them
years.
dancing.
John Barket will ever forget
at Student Union (10 a.m.
The Aquacade jjub will hold a their breakfast served in bed.
to 2 p.m. during their stay.
meeting Monday, May 3, in room Rumor has it that Mr. Pope
201 of the gym. The club officers thought that the tray would be
would like to remind the girls to thrbwn at him. There is still
bring money for suits. Anyone some kindness left in human be
The magic wand of
Mutual who is interested in participating ings.
broadcasting System's "Queen in the building of sets or the
Friday, the night before our
F°r a Day"
- Cinderella program dance acts of the Aquacade are big "exam." Study, study, study—
e a£ain will reach into more yrged to attend the meeting and
a few minutes for coffee — then
thrn
college campuses lend their support.
back to studying — another min
Remember to save the night of ute for a piece of gum — study,
fina i °Ut the U"ited States to
May
21 or May 22 for the An study — more coffee. Breakfast
College
erica" "
Queen of Amnual 1954 College of the Pacific in the morn. Back to our books
Aquacade.
and then our final exam. That
e]at!f0ng the can(3idates in this
was over soon enough — and
U
qUest
wil1
be
fic M° l
the Paciwhat a sigh of relief.
ture fr,1 °ras Queen, whose pic- Don Fado Awarded
be sent to the Mutual
A rush to pack up our troubles
Broaa
ng System.
and dirty clothes and we were
the
From all 1st In Speech Contest
Don Fado, speaking on the headed for home.
Will seW?'l-reCeiVed ^ judges
part
,ve finalists who will topic, "The American Voter's Re To appreciate the value of a
f
Day br a m the Queen for a sponsibility," was chosen the week at Dillon Beach you will
winner of the recent speech con have to experience it yourself.
Th -3
1V
e
final
ca
be nLf l
ndidates — to test sponsored on campus by See you at Dillon; come next
by the board on May
Easter.
12 _
Gaines Market.
fl0Wn to Hollywood
This contest, which has been
to annT
Day" hf1- °n *be "Queen For a held each of the last three sem
11:30 a °afcast Friday, May 21 esters, is open to one speaker
from each fundamentals of
t0 12 noonA h
Plus t°hSt °f outstanding prizes speech class. Each class selected
aWait th
Unusual
V O T E
honor will a speaker to represent it; and
e
"College
Queen of for the first time, all the con
^hierica.»
A tour of Hollywood testants were boys.
q. Planned for the "College
Delbert Evans, who spoke on
v^ueen"
'bees. Th the other four nom- "Socially Maladjusted People,"
the farnn ey will stay at one of was second place winner. Kevin
a
au/A
Will hfiUS Hollywood hotels and McCrary and George TchobanogH(%Wonm 8uests'°f-the-day
in lous tied for third place and
s most spotlighted cen- the audience broke the tie by
ters Qf
01 attraction.
judging McCray as third.
Chester

yeS

°

we ba<* c'asses-

The California Congress of
Parents and Teachers offers a
new scholarship at COP this
year. It is a Secondary Teacher
Education Scholarship of $400 to
be granted only to a fifth year
student training to teach on a
general secondary credential in
the public secondary schools of
California.

gyJ,0J* 0^hers-

Pacific Delegate
Returns From Ohio
Radio Convention

AND

SUSAN

belong
to a great
flying
team?

VANDERLAAN

Soph Representative

'Queen For A Day' Show
To Pick College Queen

J'

VOTE

Vote

GINGER RUNKLE

PAT LAMB

Social Chairman

PSA SECT.

SOCIAL CHAIRMAN

Marian
Moe a «ld o w c r o f t
M
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BLOCK "P" SL9GFEST PROVES TO BE SLAMBANG AFFAIR
EXTRA ADDED SWIM MEET WITH STANFORD TOMORROW AT 3
Pacific
Norm Harris

_

Sports Editor

AMBITIOUS SCHEDULE FOR 1954 GRIDDERS

The announcing: of the 1954
football season brings to light the
fact that Pacific will undertake
its most ambitious schedule to
date.
The list of opponents names
many of the top teams in the
nation. Such nationally ranked
squads as Stanford, Indiana,
and Texas Tech fill the slate.
The emphasis will b e
placed next year upon much long
traveling as the Tigers will mpke
many cross-country jaunts to

For Soph Rep.

KATZ is the man for THIS
job. His many years of ex
perience with high school gov
ernment and state-wide stu
dent legislation have given
him a solid basis for the fur
therance of your interests.

Place first preference
for

PHIL KATZ

Sponsored by the friends
of Phil Katz

FOR A SOPH CLASS
WITH PEP . . .

Exciting Evening For Fans
At Annual Sports Show

TIGERS SWIM POTENT
STANFORD SQUAD IN
HOME MEET SAT.

meet their opponents. Long trips
will take place to meet Tulsa,
Cincinnati, Indiana, Syracuse,
and Washington State.
The season opener will bring
to Tigerville the revenge-minded
Stanford Indians. Following last
year's upset at the hands of the
Bengals, Stanford will definitely
be out to amend the loss. A real
thriller should develop.
The caliber of opposition makes
it clear that Pacific will find
each successive Saturday as rug
ged as the previous. The athletic
office is still in the process of
completing a nine or ten game
schedule. Several teams are in
consideration but the officials in
volved do not wish to make a
statement at this time as to who
they are.
This Monday will mark the
opening of Spring practice, at
Pacific. The coaching staff will
be on hand to greet an impres
sive list of returning lettermen
and a host of outstanding fresh
men and Junior College trans
fers. In the light of last year's
season and the supplement of ma
terial to those returning, Coach
Myers should fashion for the Ti
ger fans a great squad.

In an extra added attraction,
the College of the Pacific Tiger
swim team will engage the po
tent Stanford Indian tank team
tomorrow in the Bengal pool.
The first event is slated to bd
run off at 3:00 shap.
The feature races of the day
are expected to be in the sprint
events where the competition is
expected to be between the In
dian's Jim Gaughran and the Ti
gers' Dickson Hoogs. Both of
them have recorded the top sprint
times on the coast this year.
Gaughran has best times in
meets of a 53.3 in the 100 yd.
freestyle and a 33.3 in the 50 yd.
freestyle.
Hoogs has recorded a 53.6 for
the 100, and a 33.7 in the 50.
Gaughran, the stellar Stanford
performer, is a brother of Stock
ton College's Hob Gaughran who
also has been turning in terrific
times in his specialty, the back
stroke, in Junior College circles.

Starting May 13th there will
be an Intramural Golf Tourna
ment held at Swenson Park. It
will be single elimination and
there will be awards for first
and second places.
Sign up sheets may be lo
cated at the Athletic Office or
contact Dr. Voltmer or Bob
Giardina.
Also there are sign-up sheets
for the annual Intramural
Tennis Tournament.

K&JE

By GEORGE FOWLER
The sound of leather against flesh marked the 1954 Spring
sports show, as student pugilists matched themselves against one
another in the Pacific gymnasium last Wednesday night.
The first event of the evening saw Dave Francescim take to
the canvas against John O'Connel. O'Connel scored knock-downs
in every round, to win the only knock-out fight on the score card.
Extemporaneous slugging marked the fight between Clarence
Irving and Roger Owen. The win was by an unanimous decision,
all judges voting for Irving.
.
A second consecutive unanimous decision by the judges, had
Joe Delgardo winning over Don Krieger. Krieger was knocked
down in the first of the three round contest.
Bob Lee, at 191 pounds took on Jack O'Rourke, who weighed
in at 192. The fighting in this event was even all the way, and
the decision was a unanimous draw.
What may have been the most entertaining bout of the
evening was the contest between Willie Richardson and Ait Liebscher. The contestants alternately slugged, lungd, boxd and
grinned, as Liebscher gained a unanimous decision over his oppoThe main event placed A. D. Williams against Ed Griffith.
Williams at 196 pounds carried the fight all the way to Griffith
at 198. Griffith was knocked down in the second round, and again
in the third, giving Williams a technical knockout.
Immediately preceding the ten-minute intermission half-way
through the fighting, was an exhibition of judo, in which Ben
Jahill and Jim Fleming were contestants. The exhibition, a nolecision affair, entertained the crowd with various types of holds,
hrows and falls.
The perennially popular event, the battle royal had four conestants, each blindfolded and with an arm tied behind them.
The crowd of more than four hundred roared, as Jack Meeks,
toger Linn, Tom Green, and Nick Romanoff lunged paralyzingly
t one another. A best two-out-of-three round event, Jack Meeks
ook the first round, as the remaining three fighters alternately
lipped or were knocked down.
At the beginning of the second round, Nick Romanoff unhinged
nth the' blood lust, prematurely began the fight, slashing visciously
t the air, until his seconds could bring him back to his corner.
Again Jack Meeks was the last man standing, and accordingly
was awarded the win.
(Continued on Page Seven)

ALL-AMERICAN KEN BUCK ON THE MEND

Ken Buck College of the Paci
fic's gift to the 1953 All-American
football team is currently recu
perating from his recent illness.
Big Ken was in the infirmary for
a kidney operation last month.1
While in the infirmary Doctor
Langley Collis discovered that
Ken was suffering from a malig
nant tumor condition.
First medical reports were that
Ken would be unable to con-

35 pounds that I lost due to my
recent illness I'll be willing, and
I hope, able to join the Giants
training site in Williamette, Ore
gon."
The nice weather these past
few weeks has furnished Ken
with an excellent opportunity of
getting out in the "fresh air" and
Ken himself is very optimistic getting in some hunting and fish
concerning his return to football. ing, two pastimes that the big
He states, "When I regain the end really "eats up."

tinue his career on the gridiron
this season and possibly for good,
Now after weeks of daily X-ray
treatments, Ken stands a good
chance of breaking into the foot
ball limelight again this season
with the professional New York
m
Giants.

By "CES" CIATTI
Sharpen your wits and your
sports knowledge, with these
twisters.
1. Who is the new head basket
ball coach at Stanford Univer
sity?
2. What athlete holds the
world's discus record?
3. Who held the Middleweight
Championship before Ray Rob
inson?
4. Who are the new "All Ameri
can Boys" of the campus?

w.«Nvvv..<v\^'s v-i..' '<^y>

>--'\-^

^•-wwi''^uwwi

Answers

VOTE

ROSEMARY

1. Howie Dallmar
3. Fortune Gordien
3. Jake LaMotta
4. Joe Ca,lla, A1 Gulp, Paul
Rose . . . for varied reasons.
ATTENTION, JUNIORS
All Juniors are urged to at
tend an important class meet
ing at 13:30 Monday at Epsilon. Agenda: Mardi Gras
booth and Junior Class Picnic.

Candidates for the new spring sport entitled "Mardi-Gras Queens" are being reviewed^
the Queen Selection Committe.

t h e p a c i f i c w e e k l y

Tiger's den^
By NORM HARRIS

THE OTHER DAY we had the
leasure of meeting: and talking to the
evv, athletic director of Bengaltown,
Paul Christopolous, in a more or less
informal interview.

—

While talking to him, we were
distinctly impressed by several of his
"hopes for the future" and by his
very pleasant personality.

TRACK TEAM WINDS
UP SCHEDULE WITH
LOSS AT S.F. STATE

Page Seven

T

Seating For Stanford Game Being
Handled By P.S.A. and Athletic Dept.

andytvin'nifin^ n'ne ^rst P'aces Seating arrangements are now
ficon o8* °,r anot^er' San Fran- being made by the Pacific Stuoisco State s Tra '
hh
State s Track and Field dent Association and the Athletic
Squad walked all over our
fie g.
—
Paci- Department for next fall's openresound^3 S7^S t^e^' drove to a ing football game with the Stanmeet 1 T q * to-5314 in a dual ford University Indians in Pacific
Fiv 't '
Memorial Stadium.
for 37 '8ei a'^etes accounted
Last week, A1 Masters, Stansco d
P°'nts- Jack Marden I ford's Athletic Director, asked if
e w'n> running a it would be possible to reserve
4-42 4 a.
whil
,e 3n<^ a ^:WW half mile ; three sections of seats at the
1 e also pulling out a third stadium. Masters expects about
ace in the two mile grind.
1000 Stanford students to travel
eorge Lane fell below ten up to Stockton for the contest,
points for the first time this sea- lln addition to the students, room
on, winning the shot-putt with has to be made for an estimated
a heave of 45 feet and placing 5,000 to 10,000 Stanford Alumni
third in the broad jump.
and season ticket throng around
The Tigers travel to San Jose the valley area. Last year when
ate today. This marks the end
of a rebuilding season at Pacific

Pacific journeyed to Palo Alto
our students and ticket holders
were given 50 yard line seats, so
Stanford would naturally like the
same in Memorial Stadium,
To do this and allow the Stanford people three sections, a special Senate meeting was called
and after several suggestions a
rcommendation was made that
the Pacific Student Body move
across to the opposite side of the
field and sit adjacent to the Tiger Season Ticket Holders. By
doing this for this "one" game it
would afford Stanford 3 sections
of seats and at the same time
solve the seating problem of the
migrating Pacific students.

He was a perfect picture of a busy, bustling executive and yet,
while we had the chance to observe while waiting and later during
the interview, had the marked ability to make every person that
he happened to be conversing with feel that he was devoting all
of his time to each individual,
Later at a P.S.A. Senate meeting we were again impressed
with his natural ease and confidence in meeting and talking to
people and are sure that he is going to fit into the picture per
fectly here at Pacific.
Might we say, "Definitely an asset to the College of the and next year's outlook s< jems'to
b
S
Pacific."
While in our further wanderings about campus we ran into
16 QUlta 3 tussle
niirhl!"""
The College of the Pacific Ti-1 Tivio. Dave pitched shut out ball
several other sports notes that might be of interest to the reader. for
for our
boys.
gers close out their 1954 base- j the rest of the way. It was his
WE HEARD THAT Dickson Hoogs, swift Bengal swim man,
Saturday's heroes —
is preparing to join the football ranks in spring practice after 100—Elmore (SF), Lindo (P), ball season tomorrow in a double sixth setback in seven decisions,
header with the USF Dons at San | The Tigers Were scheduled to
this Saturday's meet against the Stanford Indian.
Leonard (P). ;io.l.
Francisco.
play Fresno State in day-night
By the way, the Stanford meet promises to be a real thriller
220—Elmore (SF), Lindo (P),
Last Saturday the Bengals los double header last Tuesday, but
in the sprints, what with the aforementioned Hoogs and a stellar Leonard (P). :21.9.
member of the Indian swim team, Jim Gaughran, holding the top 440 — Campbell (SF), Irving ing streak stretched to fourteen they were postponed because of
games as the San Jose State rain.
sprint times on the Coast for chis season.
(P), Kelly (S). :51.6.
880 — Marden (P), Ellison Spartans made a clean sweep of
SPEAKING OF SWIMMING, we understand that the annual
their double header with the Ti
Intramural swim meet will be held on Tuesday, May 11, and (SF), Leonard (SF). 2:00.
Mile — Marden (P), Quick gers. The scores were 12-3 and
again it promises to be another topnotch feature of the Intramural
3-0.
(SF), Hernandez (SF). 4:42.4.
program.
Two-Mile — Fairbanks (SF), In the first game Centerfielder |
While we're on the subject, we heard that the Pacific swim
BE
ming pool has the rather dubious distinction of being known as Quick (SF), Marden (P). :10.56. Don Visconti paced the Spartan
W
E L L
the "Black Hole of Stockton" owing this distinction, no doubt, to Low Hurdles—Perry (P), Lan attack with a grand slam homer
and
a
single
to
drive
in
five
of
ders
(SF),
tie
Mason
(SF),
BerR E P R E S E N T E D
the fact that the pool hasn't been painted for at least ten years
the Spartans twelve runs. Dick
ensmeier (SF). :25.9.
that w e k n o w of. Probably could u s e i t . . . ?
V O T E
High Hurdles — Mason (SF), Brady also hit a four-baser for
SWITCHING TO ANOTHER of our favorite topics, football,
the
Spartans.
Jim
Conover
and
F O R
we noticed in the Stockton Record the other night that they are Perry (P), Berensmeier (SF). Ruben Gutierrezz hit round trip
:15.6.
becoming worried about the depth of the quarterback position next
Broad Jump — Elmore (SF), pers for the losers.
semester. Might we add that we are, too. Not that we don't have
Wogaman (P), Lane (P). 21-8(4. Kauffman limited the Bengals |
the quality in Bill Jacobs, who, incidentally, should be one of the
High Jump — Tie for first to 7 hits in pitching the win. Sefinest quarterbacks in the nation next year, but what if he should
among, Desin (SF), Mathis (SF), gale started for the Tigers and
become injured?
was the loser.
Wogaman (P). 5-10.
Show Student Body Cards . . .
A REMEDY FOR the following year has been brought to our
Pole Vault — Tie between At Spartan southpaw Johnny Old
. . . Go In At Junior Prices!
attention with a brush-in with a former school mate at Stockton kins (SF) Gurule (SF) tie be
ham continued his mastery over
College who has been attending Cal for the past year. His name tween Huslebus (SF) Daniels (P)
the Tigers giving up just 3 hits
is Jerry Gillespie and he informed us that he is intending to 12-0.
and no runs in the 7-inning night
enroll at COP next semester. In case you didn't know, he was an
JgJygJ^jnELEPHON^^
Shot — Lane (P) Frank (P), cap. He aided his own cause by
All-Conference quarterback in the Big Seven Conference while at Beedle (SF). 45-0%.
belting a two-run homer.
Stockton College and was playing the
Javelin — Franklin (SF), Wall
San Jose jumped on the Ti
number two q.b. position in Cal's
(P), Ellis (SF). 184-11%.
gers for three runs in the first
spring practice of 1953 before he reinDiscus — Daniels (SF) Von two innings off right hander Dave
jured an old back injury.
Arx (SF) Conover (SF). 132-7%.
He found her in tho
Too bad he can't be eligible for
Relay — SF State.
jungle—a tigress who
Advanced
Registration
next season's play.
couldn't be tamed I
Dates for Advanced Registra
FINALLY, and as an extra added
tion for Fall Semester and fori
Taction, Gene Cronin wanted his
ame in the paper so there it was . . .
First Summer Session have been
set — Wednesday, May 12,
n goodnight, Mrs. Bezates, wherever
you are.
The Tiger Tennis team leaves through Tuesday, May 18. Ad
Y A H O O ! !
is limited ]i
t h i s a f t e r n o o n f o r t h e i r s e c o n d . vanced. Registration
. . »
encounter of the year with Ma- only to students currently en
ther Air Force Base in Sacra rolled.
mento. Their previous meeting
tKirst°llCe CWef Jack °'Keefe and Stockton Ports director Jerry with this team, on home courts, home courts. The only victory for ,
lecid-en Were *ke Judges, with referee John Nikcievitch casting the saw the Bengal netmen take their the COP team came when the
ln8 ballot in case of a tie. MCee-ing the show was Ed Zuchelli. only victory of the year, 54.
doubles team of Fowler-Cottrell
In the past week, the tennis upset Lauritzen-Wilhams 6-2, 6-3.
team was nosed out by powerful
Severely weakened by the
Sacramento State 54, on the Oak losses of three top men, the tenPark Courts. First singles saw nis prospects have been undemPaul Willy Canadian Davis Cup- ably poor. However, it is expec* UN1110 AIT1STS
ner beat George Fowler, 6-1, 6-1. ted that the Pacific racket squad
Last Friday afternoon, the may possibly upset St. Mary s
team lost to Fresno State, five and the four remaining matches
matches to one on the Bulldogs of the present season.

Baseballers Look For Victory Against USF;
%ry Vo„X SS ZJS
Wind Up Season

Seniors

CTES

Starts
Sunday

Tennis Team Meets
Mather Field; Drops 2

MORE BOXING
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Don't Vote Without Thinking—
In a democracy much depends upon the degree to
which voters take their election responsibility seriously and
insist upon the very best government from the most ca
pable leaders. Emotionally based campaigning and voting
generally results in weak and incompetent administration,
while a thoughtful approach to this important responsibility
has its counter-part in intelligent, responsible government
The current P.S.A. election campaign has been a vigor
ous and hard-fought one. On the whole it has been con
ducted cleanly and fairly. However, those of us who feel
that student government is one of the most valuable ex
periences in a college education will continue to insist upon
level-headed campaigning, clearly conceived and cleanly
executed, until the polls are closed next Wednesday. There
is too much at stake in a spring P.S.A. election to allow
even one race to degenerate into a popularity contest or
an exhibit of mud-throwing.
The sincere thanks of the entire student body should be
extended to all who have taken the time to run for office.
Win or lose, they have rendered a real service to the college
and their fellow students by focusing attention upon the
significance of student government.
PHIL WOGAMAN

Decision Made
On Procedure
I been reading about this pa
per you been putting out every
Friday, and I think it's a shame.
I also been reading a book for
a class. The name of this book
is The Communist Problem in
America. It was wrote by a guy
named Palmer. Anyhow, at the
back of this book, they got a list
of things what are supposed to
be Communist, or have some
thing to do with Communists.
Anyhow, right there on one of
the pages is the name Pacific
Weekly.
Now I don't know whether you
been one of those Reds, or even
if you still are one. But if you
are, I think they ought to fix it
so you ain't anymore. The paper
ain't anymore, that is.
I don't care for them Commun
ists very much, and on a school
like this, there is no place for
them.
Probably you don't know about
having a communist paper, but
you ought to do something about
it quick.
It was right there in that book
about the Communists in the
U.S. of A.
Yours truly,
George Fowler

FIRST WITH

The final decision that it was
not illegal for a candidate to file
petitions for two offices was
made by the Student Affairs
Committee last Monday.
This situation arose when one
of the candidates in the PSA
elections took out petitions for
two offices, had them signed and
turned in; then decided two days
later which petition would be
withdrawn.
The student affairs committee
could find nothing in the consti
tution or election handbook that
seemed to specifically refer to
this situation; so after the candi
date in question gave an explana
tion for the actions, and told the
student affairs committee the
sources consulted before the
double filing, the candidate was
allowed to remain in the election
campaigns.
The student affairs committee
did recommend, however, that
the section of the PSA Constitu
tion dealing with election proce
dures be studied and clarified by
the constitution revision commit
tee of the senate. No specific
changes were requested, merely
clarification.

FIALER

FOR

Faculty Member
Has Tickets To
International Ball

The affiliation of the American Academy of Asian
Studies of San Francisco as a graduate school of the College
of the Pacific which was announced Tuesday, will be the Miss Ruth Smith of the Fren^
occasion for a special convocation on Monday at 11 a.m. department, has received a notiCe
that she will receive twenty.fiVe
in the auditorium.
invitations for the annual Inter.

national Ball, one of the high,
lights of the Golden Gate Trade
and Maritime Festival. Honored
guests at this function are the
San Francisco Consular Corps
The annual AWS banquet will and students from abroad who
Principal speakers for the con
vocation will be Pacific President be held May 13, in the cafeteria. are registered at the various uni
versities and colleges.
The dinner will start at 6:30.
Robert E. Burns, Louis P. Gains
During
the
banquet
the
new
The Ball will take place Sat®,
borough, founder of the Acad
Spurs and Knolens will be tap day evening, May 22, from 9;oo
emy, and Alan Watts, Dean of
ped, and the new officers of AWS to 1:00 at-the Palace Hotel in San
the Academy.
will be installed. The five out Francisco. On previous occasions
The tie-up between the two in standing senior women and the many students have attended the
stitutions was major educational out-standing senior woman will ball in their national costumes.
Otherwise semi-formal attire will
news throughout California. The be announced.
be in order.
Entertainment
will
be
given
by
Academy joins the oldest char
Free invitations may be se
Diane Trethowan.
tered college in the state with
The off-campus students should cured from Miss Smith until May
the youngest institution offering get in touch with Marilyn Bog 14 and each invitation will admit
work at graduate levels.
one couple.
gess for tickets to the banquet.
Burns and Gainsborough signed
agreements of the affiliation, as
Church Related
approved by the trustees of the
College and the governors of the
Colleges Meet June 20
(Continued from Page 1)
Academy, on Tuesday in San
Francisco.
A meeting of the nation's 450
Vice President
church-related
colleges will he
1.
Bud
Sullivan
Under terms of the association
held on June 20-24 at Denison
2. Larry Wells
the American Academy of Asian
University, Granville, Ohio. The
Studies is now a graduate school
Secretary
group will study themselves and
of the College of the Pacific but
1. Nadine Reasoner
their place in the country's devel
retains its own corporate status
2. Pat Lamb
opment in their first national
and will continue to operate in
3. Betty Carlson
meeting.
its present building at 2030
4. Mary MacRitchie
Sponsored by the Division of
Broadway, San Francisco.
Christian Education of the Na
Treasurer
Former president of the Acad
tional Council of Churches, the
1. Joel Evans
emy, Gainsborough is now chair
purpose of the gathering is to
2.
Anthony
Bertilacchi
man of its board of governors.
gain strength through unified ac
Social Chairman
The union adds to Pacific's aca
tion. Of special consideration will
1. Marian Meadowcraft
demic structure, which is organ
be the topic, "Continued Study
2.
Ginger
Runkle
ized in 22 major departments and
and
Intellectual Responsibility
already includes a school of edu
Senior Rep.
After
College."
cation and a conservatory of mu
1. Patsy Boyer
On
the
agenda will be speakers,
sic.
2. Brooks Gilbons
eight general sessions, 40 seminal
3.
Dick
Eichenberger
For the College of the Pacific,
sessions, and a research-study
4. Ctaylla Smith
Burns said, "Affiliation with the
project.
Academy makes Pacific one of
Junior Rep.
the first colleges in America with
1. Ernest Lindo
Alpha Thete Has Big Deal
a distinct graduate school of
2. Ruth Dow
Asian studies. In adopting the
3. Renee' Lemaire
A swimming party at ChappeHAcademy we hope to help
swimming pool on SaturdaySoph.
Rep.
strengthen its special approach
April 24, and a dance that even
1. Susan Vander Laan
to the understanding of the East,
ing are on the social calendar
2. Phil Katz
which combines sound scholar
for the ladies of Alpha The"
3. Rosemary Ash
ship with special attention to the
Tau.
4. Nancy Hane
spirit and meaning of Asian cul
ture."
by EH :k bialer
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
An international business man,
~YMY BRIEFCASE I I'VE LOST ^ ^ DON'T FOR6ET- I
traveler, and scholar, Gainsbor
MUST HAVE IT EAOv
-( IT/ I'VE A STUDENT HERE /
ough first planned an institution
&EFORE m VdCUOO
ikl TUF nFFICF WUO Wll L
devoted solely to the study of
Asia because of his concern about
the ignorance which he believes
separates peoples and blocks free
world hopes. He found American
colleges and universities had al
most entirely ignored Asia, par
ticularly the areas outside Japan
and China — areas containing al
most half of mankind. He started
his own school as a nucleus for
the expansion of Asian studies in
the United States.
No classes will be held during
the hour, and Forum Arts credit
applies according to the an
nouncement of Dean Davis.

AWS Banquet Will Be
Held tn Cafeteria

MORE ELECTIONS

The graduate division of the
Academy presents a curriculum
under Asian and American edu
cators leading to the master of
arts and the doctor of philosophy
degrees. The first degrees earned
at the Academy will be conferred
by the College of the Pacific at its
commencement in Stockton on
June 13.

RALLY COMM.

• Assistant Rally Commissioner
• Card Stunt Director
• 3 Years with the Rally Committee

